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Robust High Accuracy Ultrasonic Range
Measurement System
M. M. Saad,

C. J. Bleakley, Member, IEEE, and S. Dobson, Senior Member, IEEE,

UCD Complex and Adaptive System Laboratory, UCD School of Computer Science & Informatics, University
College Dublin, Belfield, Dublin 4, Ireland
ph: + (353) 1 716 5353, fax: + (353) 1 269 5396,
email: {mohamed.saad, chris.bleakley}@ucd.ie, sd@cs.st-andrews.ac.uk

Abstract—This paper presents a novel method for ultrasonic
range estimation. The method uses a wideband Frequency Hop
Spread Spectrum (FHSS) ultrasonic signal to increase robustness
to noise and reverberation. The method applies cross-correlation
with earliest peak search and a novel minimum variance search
technique to correct the error in the cross-correlation Time
of Flight estimate to within one wavelength of the carrier
before applying a phase shift technique for sub-wavelength range
refinement. The method can be implemented digitally in software
and only requires low cost hardware for signal transmission and
acquisition. Experimental results show an accuracy of better than
0.5 mm in a typical oﬃce environment.
Index Terms—ultrasonic, FHSS, range estimation, crosscorrelation, phase shift.

I. Introduction

R

ANGE measurement is important for many applications, including navigation tools for humans and robots,
building mapping, interactive games, resource discovery, asset
tracking and location-aware sensor networking [1-8]. Many
range measurement techniques have been introduced in the
literature, making use of various technologies such as lasers,
infrared, radio frequency and ultrasonic signals [8-11]. Of
these techniques, ultrasonic signals are distinguished by their
capability to estimate range with a high degree of resolution at
low cost. Their accuracy is primarily due to the low velocity
of ultrasonic wave propagation in air, allowing high accuracy
when estimating the signal’s propagation distance based on a
Time of Flight measurement. Errors can occur due to random
medium displacements and change in the speed of sound with
humidity and temperature changes in the medium. However
these errors are typically small in indoor environments. [8,30].
Many ultrasonic range measurement methods have been
proposed in the literature [12-19]. Time of Flight (TOF) and
phase shift methods are used in most ultrasonic range measurement systems. The TOF method depends on measuring
the time taken by an ultrasonic signal to travel between a
transmitter and a receiver. The distance between the transmitter
and the receiver is then calculated by multiplying the estimated
Time of Flight by the acoustic propagation velocity. The delay
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of the peak of the cross-correlation between the transmitted
and the received signals can be used to estimate the TOF
relative to a Radio Frequency synchronization signal. Alternatively the phase shift method is sometimes used to estimate the
distance between the transmitter and the receiver by measuring
the phase diﬀerence between the transmitted and the received
signal. The phase shift method is typically more accurate than
the cross-correlation based TOF method. However, with the
phase shift method, the maximum range that can be estimated
is limited to one wavelength of the transmitted signal [15, 17].
This paper proposes a novel method for ultrasonic range
estimation. The method uses a wideband Frequency Hop
Spread Spectrum (FHSS) ultrasonic signal for robustness
to typical signalling impairments, i.e. noise, multi-path and
interference from other sources. The method applies crosscorrelation TOF estimation with earliest peak search. A novel
minimum variance search technique is used to correct the
errors in the cross-correlation TOF estimate to within one
wavelength of the carrier before adding the phase shift for
sub-wavelength range refinement. The accuracy of the method
is assessed in simulation and by experiment. The accuracy of
the method is shown to exceed that of previously proposed
methods. In addition, the method does not require the use
of custom measurement circuitry and can be implemented
digitally in software.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section
2 discusses related work. Section 3 explains the proposed
method. Section 4 details the experimental method. Simulation
results and experimental results are provided in Section 5.
Section 6 concludes the paper.
II. Related work
The single-frequency continuous wave phase shift method
[12] is the basic technique used to estimate range using
ultrasonic signal with high accuracy. However the maximum
range that can be estimated using this technique alone is
limited to one wavelength of the carrier frequency which
means that at 40 KHz the maximum range is limited to 8.575
mm assuming a sound velocity of 343 m/s. Multi-frequency
continuous wave phase shifts [13], [14] was used to increase
range by using the diﬀerence in phase between frequencies
(∆θ) and the diﬀerence in frequencies (∆F) . However the
maximum range is still limited to (C/∆F) where C is the sound
velocity.
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In [15], Hong Hua applied the phase shift method to
the envelope of an Amplitude Modulated signal. A low
frequency ultrasonic signal modulated by a high frequency
signal with proper AM index factor is generated. The basic
phase shift method is applied to the received envelope of the
AM modulated signal. This extends the range of the system
to the wavelength of the lowest frequency used. In Hong
Hua’s system the lowest frequency which could be artificially
generated was 100 Hz giving a maximum range of around
3.43 m.
Frequency change detection and phase shift using a Binary
Frequency Shift-Keyed signal was proposed in [16]. This
technique uses a frequency change detector to estimate the
Time of Flight and refine the estimate by adding the phase
shift measured by a digital phase meter. Amplitude change
and phase inversion detection and phase shift using Amplitude Modulation and Phase Modulation Envelope Square
Wave form (APESW) was proposed in [17], [18], [19]. This
technique is quite similar to that proposed in [16] except that
an amplitude and phase change detector is used for Time of
Flight estimation instead of a frequency change detector. The
accuracy of these two methods is significantly reduced by the
presence of noise. They also need custom analog circuitry with
sharp timing synchronization between the transmitter and the
receiver.
Of previously proposed Digital Signal Processing techniques for TOF estimation, detecting the peak of the crosscorrelation between the transmitted and received signals is, in
general, more accurate than other techniques such as thresholddetection, curve fitting, and sliding-window [20], [21], [22].
However the best resolution that, can be achieved using crosscorrelation is half the sampling period meaning that to obtain
higher resolution, a higher sampling frequency must be used.
Applying interpolation after the cross correlation was introduced as a solution to achieving subsample accuracy [23], [24],
[25]. A combined cross-correlation and phase shift method
was proposed in [26], [27] where the cross-correlation is used
for a first estimate of the Time of Flight (TOF) and a phase
shift method is applied to refine the final result to gain better
accuracy. This method gives good results when the accuracy
of the cross-correlation stage is within one wavelength of the
ultrasonic carrier but if the output of the cross-correlation stage
is in error by more than one wavelength of the carrier then the
phase shift refining stage can’t correct this error and it appears
in the final estimate as a significant range error.
Almost all ultrasonic range measurement systems previously
proposed in the literature use narrowband ultrasonic signals
and they have been tested in ideal reverberation-free environments. Narrowband systems are not robust to in-band noise
and are highly aﬀected by multi-path caused by reflections
from walls and surrounding obstacles [28,29]. Hazas and
Ward [29] proposed the use of wideband ultrasonic signalling
with Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) modulation to
improve performance under conditions of noise and reverberations. In [28] Frequency-Hopped Spread Spectrum (FHSS)
modulation has shown to provide robustness to multipath and
noise and has found to outperform both DSSS and impulsive
signalling.

Fig. 1: Frequency Hop Spread Spectrum.

This paper proposes a novel method for ultrasonic range estimation. The method uses a wideband Frequency Hop Spread
Spectrum (FHSS) modulation and applies cross-correlation
with earliest peak search and a novel minimum variance
search technique to correct errors in the cross-correlation
TOF estimate to within one wavelength of the carrier before
adding the phase shift for sub-wavelength range refinement.
Compared to previous work on ranging accuracy the proposed
method has the following novel features:
• Wideband ultrasonic signal with FHSS modulation to
enhance robustness to multipath and noise.
• Simple cross-correlation with earliest peak search technique to extract the direct path from multipaths.
• A minimum variance search technique to correct the
error in the cross-correlation TOF estimate to within one
wavelength of the carrier.
• Easy digital implementation without the need for complex
custom analog circuitry.
III. Proposed Method
The proposed method uses Frequency Hop Spread Spectrum
FHSS modulation and a novel algorithm for range estimation.
The follow subsections explain these two points in more detail.
A. Frequency Hop Spread Spectrum FHSS
In Frequency-Hopped Spread Spectrum (FHSS) modulation
a carrier hops between a set of frequencies within the available
bandwidth. Figure 1 shows how the carrier hops between
diﬀerent frequencies with time. A pseudorandom sequence
determines the frequency hopping pattern ensuring orthogonality and collision avoidance between signals. The equation
that describes the FHSS carrier signal is as follows:
X (k) (t) = sin (2π f (k) t + ϕ)
(k)

(1)

where (k) denotes user k , and f is the carrier frequency
which is a function of time and the pseudorandom sequence
of user k.
Figure 2 shows the spectrogram of the FHSS signal used in
this work.
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Fig. 2: Spectrogram of the FHSS signal.
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Fig. 3: Cross-correlation between the transmitted and the
received signal.

B. Range Estimation Algorithm
Consider an ultrasonic transmitter sending a FHSS signal.
The signal is received by a wideband ultrasonic receiver
separated by a distance L from the transmitter. The transmitter
and the receiver are synchronized meaning that the receiver
is aware of the signal transmission time. Signal acquisition
is performed digitally using an Analog to Digital Converter
(ADC) with a sampling frequency F s . The proposed method
uses three procedures to estimate the distance between the
transmitter and the receiver:
• Cross-correlation
• Earliest peak search.
• Phase shift calculation.
• Minimum variance search.
1) Cross-correlation : A coarse estimate of the signal TOF
between the transmitter and the receiver can be obtained by
finding the delay of the earliest peak of the cross-correlation
of the received signal with the reference transmitted signal
[31]. The TOF is the delay associated with the peak in
samples (ncross ) multiplied by the sample period (1/F s ). The
estimated distance between the transmitter and the receiver
can be calculated as:

direct path can experience attenuation giving it a lower crosscorrelation peak than other indirect multipaths. In other cases,
a number of indirect paths can combine to produce a peak
greater than the one associated with the direct path. Herein,
a search mechanism is applied to find the earliest arriving
cross-correlation peak above the noise floor [30]. The earliest
peak is assumed to belong to the direct path that gives the
correct TOF. The highest cross-correlation peak is first found
and then a search back mechanism is applied to search for the
earliest peak with amplitude greater than 0.7 of the highest
peak. The ratio 0.7 was determined experimentally. It was
found to be suﬃciently high so that the peaks are above the
noise floor even at low signal to noise ratios and suﬃciently
low to guarantee detection of the direct path peak even with
high reflection coeﬃcients.
3) Phase shift calculation : From the previous crosscorrelation stage an estimate for the distance Lcross is obtained.
The phase shift is used to refine this distance estimate. An error
∆L between the estimated distance Lcross and the true distance
L is assumed. This error can be written as:

Lcross = ncrossC/F s

The phase shift method is used to estimate ∆L with high
accuracy and refine the final estimate of the distance L.
Consider that the received signal is:

(2)

where C is the propagation speed of sound on air and F s is
the sampling frequency used for signal acquisition.
Figure 3 shows a typical cross-correlation plot where the
peak associated with the time delay between the transmitter
and the receiver can be clearly seen.
The maximum range that can be estimated using crosscorrelation extends as far as the received signal has reasonable
signal to noise ratio. The finest time resolution that can be
obtained using cross-correlation is limited to 0.5/F s . For better
resolution, higher sampling rates are required. In addition, the
cross-correlation peak can be in error by one or more samples
due to noise.
2) Earliest peak search : The peak associated with the
correct delay is not always the highest peak. In some cases, the

∆L = L − Lcross

y(t) = s(t − L/C) + n(t)

(3)

(4)

and the reference signal delayed according to Lcross is:
x(t) = s(t − Lcross /C)

(5)

where s(t) is the transmitted signal, n(t) is random noise, and
C is the sound propagation velocity. The phase shift between
ˆ is
y(t) and x(t) gives an estimate of ∆L. This estimated ∆L
then used to refine the final range estimate as follows:
ˆ
L̂ = Lcross + ∆L

(6)

Since the FHSS signal’s carrier frequency varies with time, a
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phase shift is calculated for each hop. A cross spectral density
method is used to calculate the phase shift of the received
signal y(t) related to x(t) which is the reference transmitted
signal delayed according to Lcross . The following equations
explain calculations of phase shift for each individual hop
[34,35]:
G xm ym (ω) = Xm (ω)Ym∗ (ω)
(7)
where G xm ym is the cross spectral density, ω is the radian
frequency which is assumed to be discrete, Xm (ω) and Ym (ω)
are the Discrete Fourier Transforms of the mth hop of x(t)
and y(t) respectively, and * denotes the complex conjugate
operation.
G xy (ω) can be related to the transmitted signal s(t) by:
G xy (ω) = G ss (ω)e jωτ+ϵ

(8)

where G ss (ω) is an estimate of the real cross spectral density
of the transmitted signal s(t), τ is the time delay between the
two signals x(t) and y(t) , and ϵ is the error in phase due to
noise and the finite data record.
The estimated phase shift associated with carrier frequency
ωm can be written as:
ϕ̂m = ang(G xm ym (ωm )) = ωm τ + ϵm

(9)

The standard deviation of the phase estimate is approximated by:
[
]
1 − C xy (ωm ) 1/2
σ[ϕ̂m ] ≈
(10)
2C xy (ωm )
where C xy is the coherence function between x(t) and y(t)
defined by :
C xy (ωm ) =

G xy (ωm )

2

G xx (ωm )Gyy (ωm )

(11)

From ϕ̂m and the sound propagation velocity C an estimated
ˆ m can be
refinement distance associated with the mth hop ∆L
written as:
ˆ m = ϕ̂m ∗ C
∆L
(12)
ωm
Since the value of ϕ̂m is limited to ±π the maximum refinement range that can be achieved by the phase shift without
ambiguity is limited to ±C/2Fc , i.e. hal f the wavelength of
the carrier frequency.
ˆ m for all the hops ∆L
ˆ can be obtained
After calculating ∆L
ˆ
by averaging ∆Lm over all the hops:
∑ M−1 ˆ
∆Lm
ˆ
∆L = m=0
(13)
M
where M is the number of hops in the signal.
4) Minimum variance analysis : Clearly the phase shift
method fails when the error in the cross-correlation range
estimate is greater than the maximum refinement range which
can be achieved by the phase shift; i.e.:
|L − Lcross | > λ/2
where λ is the shortest carrier wavelength.
In some cases Lcross is in error by more than λ/2 especially
in low signal to noise and/or high reverberation scenarios.

Hence we propose to use the variance V of the phase shift
refinement range estimated from diﬀerent hops as an indicator
of the quality of the estimated range Lcross .
(
)
M−1
ˆ − ∆L
ˆ m 2
∑ ∆L
V=
(14)
M
m=0
ˆ m
In general, V is low when ∆L is less than λ/2 as ∆L
estimated over diﬀerent hops provides consistent estimates of
∆L. When ∆L is greater than λ/2, V is large due to variations
ˆ m estimated at diﬀerent hops. Hence the value of V can
in ∆L
be used to check whether ∆L is smaller than λ/2.
An iterative procedure is used to search across a number
of candidate range estimates, for each candidate, the phase
ˆ m are obtained and used to determine ∆L
ˆ
shifts refinements ∆L
and V. The candidate range with minimum V is selected as
the correct range estimate. The candidate ranges are integer
samples delays in a window of length (Lw + 1) centred on the
delay associated with the cross-correlation peak.
Lcross − Lw /2 : Lcross + Lw /2
Figure 4 shows the values of V for a window of 400 samples
length. The minimum value of V which is associated with the
correct range candidate is clearly observed. Figure 5 shows
the values of V for the same window in the case of low signal
to noise ratio (SNR= -10 dB). Despite the noise, the candidate
with the minimum variance is still clear.
5) Summary : The following pseudo code explains the
overall range estimation algorithm:
R xy : Cross-correlate the received signal with the transmitted
reference signal.
Lcross : Find the range candidate associated with earliest
arriving cross-correlation peak.
Lw : Define the candidates window length.
for l = Lcross − Lw /2 : Lcross + Lw /2 do
for m = 0 to M − 1 do
ˆ m.
Calculate ∆L
end for
Calculate Vl .
ˆ
Calculate ∆L.
end for
lcorrect : Find the range candidate associated with the minimum value of V.
L̂: Calculate the final refined range estimate.
IV. Experimental Method
The range estimation algorithm was implemented in software using MAT LAB and simulated prior to experiments.
The image method [32] was used to obtain synthetic impulse
responses for a 4x4x4 m room with reflection coeﬃcients for
walls, ceiling and floor equal to 0.6 and a Signal to Noise Ratio
(SNR) equal to 20 dB unless otherwise stated. A FHSS signal
was designed with 16 frequency slots in the band between 2836 kHz with 460 Hz separation between adjacent frequencies.
The signal consists of 16 hops; each hop occupies a time slot
of 2.2 millisecond.
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Actual experiments were performed using the same signal
applied in a prototype range measurement system. The transmitters used were Prowave 250ST180 piezoelectric transducers
[33] which have a bandwidth of 2 kHz, centred at 41 kHz.
A bandwidth expansion circuit giving a useable bandwidth
of 30 kHz was used to support wideband modulation [34].
SPM0204 ultrasonic sensors were used as receivers [35].
These microphones, based on CMUT technology, have nearly
a flat response between 10 and 70 kHz. A Digital Signal
Processing (DSP) board from Sundance, model 361A was
used for signal acquisition [36]. It includes a C6416 DSP
from Texas Instruments with two daughter boards, a SMT377
with 8 independent Digital to Analog Converters (DACs) and
a SMT317 with an 8-channel Analog to Digital Converter
(ADC). Coaxial cables were used to connect the daughter

cards to the transmitter and receiver boards. The sampling frequency used was 117.5 kHz which is the lowest sampling frequency greater than 2Fc provided by the DSP board hardware.
Fc is assumed to be equivalent to the highest carrier frequency
among the FHSS frequency slots. The carrier frequencies are
determined by the bandwidth of the ultrasonic transducer and
the FHSS signal design. The value of Fc in these experiments
was 36 kHz. The experimental system was installed in a typical
oﬃce room with dimensions 350x285x270 cm. The sound
velocity was assumed to be constant during the experiments.
The variation in temperature and humidity eﬀects on sound
velocity was assumed to be negligible as the measurement
were taken over a short period of time. Figure 6 shows pictures
of the experimental system setup.
V. Results
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed method
simulation and experimental results were obtained.
A. Simulation results
An ultrasonic transmitter sending the FHSS signal described
in Section 3 was located at the corner of the room. The receiver
is moved between 400 diﬀerent locations in the room and in
each location the received signal was processed and the range
to the transmitter was estimated using the proposed algorithm.
The simulation was run 100 times for each location and an
estimate was obtained for each simulation run giving a total
of 40,000 estimates.
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SNR in dB
Without earliest peak search
With earliest peak search
Improvement

20
13%
0%
13%

10
14%
2%
12%

5
17%
5%
12%

0
21%
11%
10%

-5
26%
15%
11%

-10
33%
25%
8%

-12
40%
36%
4%

TABLE II: Percentage of errors greater than λ/2 using crosscorrelation with and without earliest peak search (SNR = 0
dB).
Reflection Coeﬃcient
Without earliest peak search
With earliest peak search
Improvement

0
9%
9%
0%

0.2
11%
8%
3%

0.4
13%
9%
4%

0.6
18%
11%
7%

0.7
21%
11%
10%

0.8
23%
10%
13%

0.9
30%
14%
16%

Table I shows that the proposed earliest peak search technique improves the range estimates for various Signal to Noise
Ratios. It compares the percentage of errors greater than λ/2
when estimating the range using cross-correlation only and
cross-correlation with earliest peak search.
Table II shows that the proposed earliest peak search
technique improves the range estimates for various reflection
coeﬃcients. It compares the percentage of errors greater than
λ/2 when estimating the range using cross-correlation only
and cross-correlation with earliest peak search.
Table III shows that the proposed minimum variance search
technique improves the range estimates for various Signal to
Noise Ratios. It compares the percentage of errors greater
than 0.5 mm when estimating the range using cross-correlation
with earliest peak and phase shift without minimum variance
search, and cross-correlation with earliest peak and phase shift
with minimum variance search.
Table IV shows that the proposed minimum variance search
technique improves the range estimates for various reflection
coeﬃcients. It compares the percentage of errors greater than
0.5 mm when estimating the range using cross-correlation
with earliest peak and phase shift Without minimum variance
search, and cross-correlation with earliest peak and phase shift
with minimum variance search .
Figure 6 shows the cumulative error of the estimated ranges
using cross-correlation only and cross-correlation with earliest
peak search for all 40,000 estimates when SNR=0 dB and
reflection coeﬃcient =0.7. Figure 7 shows the cumulative error
of the estimated ranges using cross-correlation with earliest
peak and phase shift, and when using cross-correlation with
earliest peak and phase shift with minimum variance search for
TABLE III: Percentage of errors greater than 0.5 mm using the
proposed method with and without minimum variance search
(reflection coeﬃcient = 0.7).
SNR in dB
Without minimum variance search
With minimum variance search
Improvement

20
4%
0%
4%

10
7%
1%
6%

5
10%
2%
8%

0
18%
2%
16%

-5
18%
4%
14%

-10
28%
21%
7%

-12
55%
41%
14%

TABLE IV: Percentage of errors greater than 0.5 mm using the
proposed method with and without minimum variance search
(SNR = 0 dB).
Reflection Coeﬃcient
Without minimum variance search
With minimum variance search
Improvement

0
9%
0%
9%

0.2
9%
0%
9%

0.4
9%
1%
8%

0.6
14%
1%
13%

0.7
18%
2%
16%

0.8
18%
6%
12%

0.9
24%
14%
10%

100
Percentage of estimates with error less than X

TABLE I: Percentage of errors greater than λ/2 using crosscorrelation with and without earliest peak search (reflection
coeﬃcient = 0.7).
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Fig. 7: Cumulative error of the estimated range using crosscorrelation with and without earliest peak search.

all 40,000 estimates when SNR=0 and reflection coeﬃcients
=0.7. Comparing Figures 6 and 7 the improvement due to
incorporation of phase shift can be seen (note diﬀerent x-axes).
Simulations show the proposed system provides an accuracy
of 0.2 mm in 90 % of cases. These results show the improved
accuracy of the proposed method and ilustrate its robustness
to noise and multipath.
Controlled experiments were carried out to evaluate the
performance of the proposed method and to compare it with
other methods. Table V compares the Standard Deviation
(σ)and the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) obtained using
the proposed method (PM) with that obtained using crosscorrelation with interpolation (including earliest peak search)
(CC-INT), and cross-correlation alone (including earliest peak
search) (CC). Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) has been varied
between -10 dB and 10 dB while the reflection coeﬃcient
was fixed to 0.7. 1000 simulation runs were performed for
each SNR value. Results show that the proposed method (PM)
outperforms other methods over a range of SNR values. Also
it shows that the accuracy of the proposed method is very good
at high SNR.
The accuracy of the proposed method was tested in the
presence of other interfering sources using the same FHSS
scheme. In simulation up to six transmitters sending diﬀerent
FHSS patterns were placed equidistant from the receiver
in a 4x4x4 m room with reflection coeﬃcients for walls,
ceiling and floor equal to 0.65 and a Signal to Noise Ratio
(SNR) equal to 20 dB. The number of simultaneously active
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TABLE VII: Root Mean Squared Error and Standard Deviation
vs. Range

90

Range m
RMSE mm
σ mm

80
70

50

100

40

90

30
20
10
0

0

0.2

0.4
0.6
Error in mm

0.8

1

Fig. 8: Cumulative error of the estimated ranges using the
proposed method with and without minimum variance search.
TABLE V: Root Mean Squared Error and Standard Deviation
vs. Signal to Noise Ratio.
RMSE
mm

σ mm

0.5
0.018
0.007

1
0.021
0.012

2
0.104
0.058

4
0.630
0.630

5
0.876
0.876

0.6
0.8
Error in mm

1

6
1.276
1.274

7
1.894
1.894

with minimum variance search
without minimum variance search

60

SNR in dB
PM
CC-INT
CC
PM
CC-INT
CC

-10
3.84
3.86
3.94
3.83
3.84
3.91

-8
2.97
3.43
3.54
2.96
3.40
3.48

-6
2.76
3.38
3.23
2.69
3.23
3.37

-4
2.43
3.17
3.37
2.40
3.13
3.30

0
1.58
2.84
3.11
1.56
2.71
2.94

2
0.82
2.60
2.87
0.81
2.35
2.59

5
0.17
2.47
2.84
0.13
1.93
2.24

10
0.13
2.25
2.71
0.03
1.15
1.59

percentage of estimates with error less than X

Percentage of estimates with error less than X
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Fig. 9: Cumulative error of the estimated ranges using proposed method.

B. Experimental Results
transmitters was varied from 1 to 6 and 1000 simulation runs
were performed for each case. Table VI shows the values of
the Standard Deviation (σ) and the Root Mean Squared Error
(RMSE) obtained versus the number of active transmitters
(NT). Results show that the proposed method is robust to
interfering sources. Accuracy degrades some what when the
number of transmitters increases but even so the overall
accuracy is good.
The accuracy of the proposed method was tested over
various distances. The signal to noise ratio was 20 dB at 0.5
m distance from the transmitter. Table VII shows the values of
the Standard Deviation (σ) and the Root Mean Squared Error
(RMSE) obtained from 1000 runs versus the distances between
the transmitter and the receiver (from 0.5 m to 7m). Results
show that the proposed method has a reasonable accuracy
over a large range of source receiver separation. Accuracy
decreases slightly as separation increases. This is due to signal
attenuation with distance which causes degradation in the
signal to noise ratio.
TABLE VI: Root Mean Squared Error and Standard Deviation
vs. number of active transmitters.
NT
RMSE mm
σ mm

1
0.11
0.01

2
0.23
0.01

3
0.46
0.28

4
0.73
0.59

5
1.04
0.87

6
1.38
1.17

Three receiver sensors were fixed on a Printed Circuit
Board and the distance between them was measured with high
accuracy. A transmitter was moved between three diﬀerent
locations while the receiver’s board remained stationary. The
ranges between the transmitter and the receivers’ board were
2.1 m, 2.3 m, and 2.5 m for location 1, 2, and 3 respectively.
A total of 125 range estimates from each individual sensor
were obtained. Due to the lack of sophisticated tools to
measure the true range between the transmitter and the receiver
with suﬃcient accuracy, the diﬀerences between the estimated
ranges to the three receivers were calculated by subtracting
the estimated ranges for each pair of sensors. The estimated
range diﬀerences were compared with the sensors physical
separation measured with a micrometer allowing for angle of
arrival. Figure 8 shows that the error is less than 0.5 mm in
90% of cases. The error is double simulation results due to
subtraction of two estimates.
The receiver was separated by one meter from the transmitter and 100 estimates were obtained. The Standard Deviation
of the estimates was 0.1619 mm. A second transmitter sending
a diﬀerent FHSS signal was located facing the receiver and
separated by one meter from it. The Standard Deviation of
the estimates when the two transmitters were sending simultaneously was 0.3140 mm. The same experiment was repeated
with three transmitters and the Standard Deviation this time
was 0.5392 mm. Table VIII summarizes the previous results.
These results show that the proposed method is accurate and
robust to other interfering sources.
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TABLE VIII: Standard Deviation vs. number of active transmitters.
NT
σ mm

1
0.1619

2
0.3140

3
0.5392

VI. Conclusion
A novel method for range measurement using FHSS ultrasonic signals combing cross-correlation and phase shift
methods was developed. The method picks the earliest peak in
the cross-correlation of the received signal with the transmitted
reference signal to obtain a first estimate of the range. A novel
minimum variance search technique is applied to correct the
error in the cross-correlation Time of Flight estimate to within
one wavelength of the carrier before applying a phase shift
for sub-wavelength range refinement. The simulation results
show the robustness of the method to noise and multipath. The
method was experimentally tested using low cost hardware
and software in a typical oﬃce environment and it provides
an accuracy greater than 0.5 mm in 90% of cases.
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